Carnarvon Boat Harbour

Code of conduct

Loading and unloading

Reasonable time will be allowed for loading and unloading (covered by annual charge). Any longer than four hours may incur a day's berthing fee.

Servicing, maintenance etc

If alongside jetty longer than normal unloading time, or for servicing, maintenance etc, contact location or phone number must be displayed on wheelhouse if boat is unattended.

Fuel berth

Vessels requiring fuel have priority.

Power use

Power use must be kept to a minimum. No deck or spotlights to be left on and three phase power will be charged.

Rubbish

Rubbish must be placed in correct bins - i.e. oil in tank, oil filters in drums, rubbish in bins for general dry goods. Any rubbish left on jetty will be removed and vessel charged $50.00.

Vehicle parking

No vehicle parking on jetty unless directly loading or unloading goods. Beware of pedestrians, bikes etc.

Speed limit

Maximum of 5 knots in channel and Harbour.

Your assistance

Your assistance is encouraged to help implement this Code of Conduct.